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Whether you're a first-time backpacker, an occasional weekend warrior, or a seasoned long-

distance trekker, this guide is a must for any backpacking, hiking, or camping trip. Supreme

long-distance hiker Andrew Skurka—accomplished adventure athlete, speaker, guide, and

writer—shares his knowledge in this essential guide to backpacking gear and skills. Skurka

recounts what he's learned from more than 30,000 miles of long-distance hikes, including the

Appalachian, Pacific Crest, and Continental Divide Trails, and the 4,700-mile Alaska-Yukon

Expedition.A show-and-tell guide to clothing, footwear, backpacks, shelter and sleep systems,

camp stoves, and more, as well as tips on foot care, campsite selection, and hiking efficiency,

this single book contains all the knowledge you'll need to hit the trail.This second edition

features 16 new pages (including food on the trail and other essentials), and updates all gear

recommendations.

“Breath of fresh air” “I learned most of this backpacker voodoo the hard way, wasting hundreds,

if not thousands of dollars on the wrong gear for the conditions I had to hike in. Instead,

Andrew distills the knowledge you need in a very readable book that is chock full of war stories,

gear recommendations, and sample gear lists.” – sectionhiker.com http://sectionhiker.com/the-

ultimate-hikers-gear-guide-2nd-ed-by-andrew-skurka/ “So does Skurka pass the Comparative

Standard test? Yes, and with flying colors…The book is well laid out, presents a ton of solid

and useful information, is easy to read and understand.” –Popular Backpackerhttp://

popupbackpacker.com/book-review-the-ultimate-hikers-gear-guide-2nd-edition/About the

AuthorANDREW SKURKA is an accomplished adventure athlete, speaker, guide, and writer.

He was named Adventurer of the Year by Outside and National Geographic Adventure

magazines and Person of the Year by Backpacker. When not living out of his backpack, Skurka

resides in Boulder, Colorado. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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introductionMy most successful backpacking trips have been those for which I had honest,

accurate, and well-informed answers to three questions: 1) What are my objectives, in terms of

the time I will spend hiking relative to camping? 2) What environmental and route conditions

will I likely encounter, such as temperatures, precipitation, and biting insects? 3) What gear,

supplies, and skills will best help me achieve my objectives and keep me safe and comfortable

in those conditions?These three questions form the framework of this book. Part 1 addresses

the first two questions, and Part 2 addresses the last. In Part 3, you’ll find sample gear lists to

use as templates and checklists.It is not widely recognized but ought to be: There are

differences in backpacking styles. One extreme is to spend most of your day hiking; camp is

considered an eight-hour recharge between efforts. The other is to stay mostly in or near camp

to fish, journal, earn merit badges, or relax, perhaps hiking to reach another base of

operations. Most backpackers associate more strongly with one approach but ultimately prefer

a balance.No backpacking style is superior. “Hike your own hike,” the refrain goes. And it is not

permanent: Your style may change based on the circumstance and your company. Whatever

your style, though, your tools and techniques need to be optimized for it.Last summer, for



instance, on solo thru-hikes of the Kings Canyon High Basin Route and Wind River High Route

—which have extensive off-trail travel and substantial vertical relief—I packed minimal

equipment and calorically dense food, hiked sustainably from dawn to dusk, and embraced the

physical and mental challenges as part of the experience. In contrast, when my wife, Amanda,

and I hiked the Aspen Four Pass Loop on our anniversary weekend, we carried a fully

enclosed tent, Kindle, and fresh produce, and we stopped often to take photographs, brew

coffee, and avoid burnout. Each trip, in its own way, was a success.I wrote this book for

backpackers who want to more fully enjoy the hiking component of their trips, which should be

the case with all but the most devout campers. This book will most benefit beginners and

intermediates who do not yet know how to pack lightly and move efficiently, and thus find hiking

to be overly strenuous and unproductive. They default to camping, because it seems more fun.

In the course of guiding more than 55 learning-intensive trips with 400-plus clients in the past

five years I have become deeply familiar with this demographic.This is not a “lightweight

backpacking” book. I will not present arbitrary pack weight guidelines, argue that lighter is

always better, turn my nose up at backpackers who carry the proverbial kitchen sink, or ignore

instances of “stupid light,” whereby weight-savings efforts undermine comfort and safety.The

know-how I’ve shared in this book was mostly gained the hard way, by making mistakes. I’m

confident in the resulting recommendations but readily admit that other options may be

feasible, especially in the context of your experience and preferences.To help you assemble

your kit, I have listed specific brands, products, prices, and weights, even though this will more

quickly outdate the text. But I tried to focus on product types, not specific products, to prolong

its value.Eventually these product types will lose relevancy, but one tenet remains timeless:

Carry on your back and between your ears what is appropriate for your trip objectives and the

conditions. I wrote this book for backpackers who want to enjoy hiking more.

part 1 why, when&where Badlands in Anza-Borrego Desert State Park, California Credit 2On

every backpacking trip I need clothing, footwear, shelter, a sleeping bag and pad, food and

water, and various other items. But my exact selections—for instance, a short- or long-sleeved

shirt, a double-wall tent or hammock, or an alcohol or canister stove—are informed by trip-

specific considerations: 1) What am I hoping to accomplish during this trip? and 2) What types

of conditions am I likely to encounter?If I neglect to ask these questions, it’s unlikely that I will

be properly prepared. I don’t care to admit how often it’s happened. My pack may be too heavy

for the ambitious route I had planned, or I may pack too few camp comforts for a more relaxed

itinerary. Or I may mistakenly leave behind items that would have enhanced my safety and

comfort, while carrying others that I never would have needed.In this section I will discuss

backpacking styles and explain how to research environmental and route conditions.

are you a hiker or camper?It wasn’t all going to fit, I finally acknowledged. I stepped back to

reconsider my monstrously overstuffed backpack and the grocery bag of items for which I still

hoped to find room. Fortunately, it was only 5:30 a.m. on a Tuesday and still dark, so I figured I

had some time before anyone arrived at Georgia’s Amicalola Falls State Park visitor center and

discovered my neophyte status.I discarded an extra tube of toothpaste, spare batteries, a small

lantern, a box of blueberry Pop-Tarts, and my fourth pair of socks. Other items—many

extraneous, in hindsight—were saved by fear of the unknown. “I don’t know for sure, but I might

need that,” I reasoned.This whittling act made only a small dent in my pack weight, now at 49

pounds. That may not sound awful, but imagine doing just a few flights of stairs with a bag of

concrete mix strapped to your back. I squeezed in the remaining items from the grocery bag—



and the grocery bag, too, just in case I needed it for something—before shouldering my

backpack and heading toward the summit of Springer Mountain, where I planned to begin a

three-month, 2,175-mile journey along the Appalachian Trail to its northern terminus in

Maine.“Should I have expected this to be harder?” I asked rhetorically in my journal entry for

that day—May 3, 2002. I described myself as being “in the hurt shop,” with a chafed crotch,

sore leg muscles, and aching feet. I was depleted after covering a mere 15 miles in 7 hours, a

humbling distance for a member of Duke University’s Division I cross-country and track teams

who, during past summers, had logged up to 80 miles per week at a seven-minute-per mile

pace. And for dinner, I was content with a few handfuls of trail mix, because “It involves way too

much effort to cook anything,” even though my planned entrée was ramen noodles, which

would have required just two cups of hot water.Over the next week, my misery and suffering

only grew. I never put it in these exact words, but many of my nightly journal entries could have

been summed up with, “I want my mommy.” I was more pointed on Day 7: “This

sucks.”Backpacking stylesOn Day 8, I called my parents from the Holiday Inn Express lobby in

Hiawassee, Georgia, and explained to them that my situation was unsustainable and that I had

a choice to make. If I wanted to thru-hike the entire Appalachian Trail that summer—which

would necessitate a pace of about 23 miles per day—I would need to learn how to love

hiking.Whereas if I let go of that goal, I would have more time for relaxation and extracurricular

activities, like partaking in the social scene, swimming in trailside lakes, and reading the copy

of Desert Solitaire that I had not yet even opened. The distance I would have hiked before

school resumed was unimportant—reaching a specific destination would not be a priority.Just

a week into my first real backpacking trip, I had made an important discovery, though it took

years before I could fully articulate it. Simply put, there are styles of backpacking, differentiated

by the time and focus placed on hiking versus camping. Trips can be entirely hiking- or

camping-centric, or some balance of the two. Backpackers who strive for opposite ratios of

hiking and camping diverge in their:> Primary trip objective;> Knowledge of the environmental

and route conditions;> Pack weight;> Backcountry skill level;> Daily itinerary; and> Preferred

type of fun. Type I Fun is fun to do and fun to talk about later. Type II Fun is not fun to do but

fun to talk about later. And Type III Fun is not fun to do and not fun to talk about later either.

Encountering a giant Sitka spruce trunk during a 500-mile hike on Alaska’s Lost Coast Credit

3In practice, “hiking” and “camping” are umbrella terms, not literal, since most backpacking

trips consist of more than just these two activities. Scrambling, paddling, pedaling,

snowshoeing, and skiing are additional modes of backcountry travel. And fishing, journaling,

and photography are among the more popular activities in or near camp.In the first edition of

this book, I referred to backpackers who take an all-or-nothing approach as “Ultimate Hikers”

and “Ultimate Campers.” These terms were meaningless hyperbole, but they were at least

consistent with the book’s title. They also changed the conversation away from “light versus

heavy,” which wrongly identifies backpackers by what they carry instead of by what they hope

to do, among other semantic flaws.My labels didn’t entirely hit the mark, however, because

they defined types of backpackers, whereas I was really trying to identify backpacking styles.

After all, a backpacker need not approach every trip the same way, even though most will

associate more strongly with one style. In this edition, I will refer to the extremes with the more

humble “backcountry hiking” and “backcountry camping” to avoid any confusion with day-hiking

and car-camping.Backcountry hikingBackpackers dedicated to hiking could be described as

follows:Their primary objective is essentially to put one foot in front of the other. But it’s not just

about covering miles—in that case, a treadmill in an indoor gym would suffice. Rather, they

wish to experience as much terrain as possible within the limited free time they have and to



challenge their mind and body in a wild setting.They are very knowledgeable about the

environmental and route conditions they will likely encounter during their trip, either through

past experience or through pre-trip research. This allows them to take only what they need

instead of packing their fears and taking things “just in case.”They scrutinize each item they

carry to minimize their overall pack weight, which is typically in the range of ten pounds without

food and water for normal three-season conditions. But they are wary of “stupid light”

decisions, whereby weight savings entail an unacceptable sacrifice to their comfort or safety, or

to the functionality, durability, ease of use, or cost of their equipment.They have well-developed

backcountry skills, which allows them to thrive, even with minimal gear and supplies, and to

rely on their brain instead of just pure brawn. For example, they are able to use a lightweight A-

frame tarp instead of a dome tent because they are adept at choosing protected campsites

and achieving textbook-perfect pitches. And to avoid carrying too little or too much food, they

determine exactly how much they need based on their caloric consumption on previous

trips.They make constant forward progress throughout the day toward a distant destination.

The key is not walking fast but walking efficiently. These “dawn-to-duskers” leave camp early,

move at a sustainable pace, and pull into camp late; after an eight-hour recharge, they repeat.

They use their data book, which is a bare-bones list of key landmarks and distances, to

monitor their pace the way runners observe their splits during a track workout.And they mostly

prefer Type II Fun, whereby events are often more fun to talk about later than at the time they

are happening. The physical and mental challenge of putting in long, hard days is a valuable

part of their backpacking experience.Backcountry campingThe opposite of backcountry hiking

is backcountry camping. Backpackers who adopt this style could be described as follows:Their

primary objective is a non-hiking extracurricular activity such as birding, botanizing, gourmet

cooking, hunting, leadership development, or merit badges. If they wish to hike anywhere, they

will usually drop their gear at a base camp and carry lightweight day packs.They may be

knowledgeable of the environmental and route conditions, but this knowledge is not critical.

They can afford to pack more than they need to ensure preparedness against anything that

may come their way.The weight of their gear and supplies is not a huge consideration since

they do not carry it far. However, they don’t pack “stupid heavy” by taking unnecessary junk that

does not improve their camping experience and that makes worse the limited hiking they

do.They may be skilled campers (or photographers or fishermen, etc.), but their other skills are

unnecessary because they can carry gear and supplies that demand few skills to use properly.

These foolproof items tend to be heavy.Their daily itinerary is relatively relaxed. Although they

sometimes jump out of camp in the morning to catch the hungriest fish or the earliest light, they

ensure ample opportunities to simply hang out.They prefer Type I Fun. Their trips are fun to do

and fun to talk about later. For them, backpacking should be leisure, not a challenge.Camping

by defaultWhen I ended the phone call with my parents, I had not yet decided whether I wanted

to focus that summer on backcountry hiking, backcountry camping, or something in between.

But my mother had given me sound advice: “Whatever you decide, make sure it’s the right

decision for you.” It echoed a saying that I had heard several times already on the trail: “Hike

your own hike.” Where do you want to be most comfortable: In camp or on the trail? Credit 4As

I walked toward Hiawassee’s outskirts so that I could hitch back to the trail, I pondered how I

would describe my current backpacking style. I was camping more than hiking, not necessarily

because I wanted to but because it was much easier. Many of my (equally inexperienced)

fellow Appalachian Trail thru-hikers were in a similar situation.I decided that I was a camper-by-

default:My original objective was clear, but I was unaware that my gear, supplies, and skills

should be optimized for it. In light of one’s objectives, there is a “right” way to backpack, and I



was most definitely doing it “wrong.”I had only a vague sense of the environmental and route

conditions I would encounter along the trail. I did not know that temperatures in the Smokies

could still drop below freezing in May, that New Jersey had a healthy population of black bears,

or that in August the mosquitoes would still be thick in Maine. Without knowing the conditions, I

couldn’t determine exactly what I needed, so I packed for every “what if” and “just in case”

scenario, most of them extremely far-fetched. I erred on the side of caution by taking

“everything but the…,” which is a much better Ben & Jerry’s ice cream flavor than an approach

to packing.My gear selections were horribly misinformed, and ultimately I would abandon or

exchange almost every item before the end of the trip. I did not understand the functions and

limitations of backpacking equipment. For example, I didn’t understand the nuances of

“waterproof,” “water resistant,” and “waterproof-breathable” fabrics. I was ignorant of the pros

and cons of goose down and synthetic insulations. I could not explain what I was purifying and

filtering my water against (even though I was doing it) or how effective these treatments

were.Because I had so little firsthand knowledge of gear, I had to trust outdoor magazines,

outdoor retail stores, outdoor education groups like the Boy Scouts and Duke University’s

outdoor club, and other backpackers who had done only a few trips themselves. I was also left

to decipher the technical specs and marketing jargon produced by outdoor manufacturers. It

never occurred to me that this information was oriented mostly toward a camping-centric

experience, and that backcountry hiking required a different setup.My skill level was very low,

so my comfort and safety were dependent on the gear I carried on my back, not on the

weightless backcountry knowledge I could carry between my ears. Even with all that gear, I still

suffered from the mistakes I made. I lost food to rodents, miscalculated my water intake and

became dehydrated, struggled to manage macerated feet and sore muscles, allowed my gear

to get soaked by rain in the Smokies, and shivered through consecutive nights in the Roan

Highlands because I couldn’t start a fire.My daily itinerary was unfocused. I woke up late and

camped early. I wasted too much time in trail towns. I hiked too fast in the morning and was

burned out by the afternoon.And my experience was dominated by Type III Fun—it wasn’t fun

to do, and it’s not really fun to talk about now, even more than a decade later. Only a masochist

would enjoy as much suffering as I endured early in my AT thru-hike.I was not ashamed of

being a camper-by-default. None of my family members or close friends were experienced

backpackers who could have imparted their wisdom. But I knew that this identity was not

consistent with walking 83 marathons in a single summer. The numbers spoke for themselves:

Of the roughly 2,000 thru-hikers who start the Appalachian Trail every year, an astounding 85

percent stop their trip somewhere short of Katahdin, the high point of Maine that serves as the

trail’s northern terminus. The field drops off precipitously: Some quit at the first road crossing,

30 miles in; many don’t make it to Damascus, a friendly trail town in southwest Virginia; and

some find sufficient closure in Harpers Ferry, West Virginia, the psychological halfway

point.Some of those who stop prematurely probably discover that they need a more civilized

existence that includes daily showers, a soft bed, and daily contact with loves ones. Some

realize that their true passion is with backcountry camping, so a long-distance hike is simply

not for them. Finally, some remain overloaded campers-by-default, and the task is simply too

monumental to continue on. The remaining 15 percent of aspiring AT thru-hikers somehow

learn how to enjoy hiking.
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Luke, “This guy knows his stuff!. I was looking for some hiking info and found this guy Andrew

Skurka on YouTube. Wasn't sure who he was until I would watch his seminars. Didn't take him

very seriously since everyone has an opinion, until I learned of the time he spends in the

elements and how varying the conditions he hikes in are. After that I knew I could learn a lot.

He has an honest approach even though he seems to be sponsored by Sierra Designs. When I

learned about his guide book I wanted to learn more. I picked it up and it was a very

informative right from the first page. His focus isn't on brand or style but on application and

ease of use. He really wants to help you get the most out of your hiking experience and not sell

you anything (other than this book) He narrows down the type of person you are and focuses

on that part of you. A great purchase.”

cal48boy, “Good overall with a few Ommisions!. #1, No mention of common and 2week very

painful itchy rash from POISON OAK on W Coast and POISON IVY on E Coast and POISON

SUMAC all "leaves in 3s" so carry TECNU super concentrate soap to add a few drops to hand

soap washcloth or dog shampoo. My experience: 13 days rafting Colorado River in 5pax raft

with ARR in mid Summer 120F in shade TOO HOT!! Should have gone early Spring or late

Autumn. Neither NPS nor ARR warned me of non-native POISON IVY planted along river in

GCNP, "it is not native". So I did not bring 2wks supply of TECNU in a better Nalgene bottle.

Caught the RASH the first day, arms and legs, very itchy! Cooled in 36F river and rubbed raw

the scabs with sand. Utter Misery.POISON OAK is very abundant on West Coast even at Muir

Woods or Ano Nuevo. "It is a native", so no warning signs! Also abundant in Sierra "foothills"

with "rattler" VENOMOUS rattlesnakes!! As a child I almost stepped on one at Florence Lake, a

FRIGHT I will never forget.Another CAUTION: The weather in the mountains like the Sierra

Nevada can completely change in 1 hour! In 1970s I XC skied the Yosemite Glacier Point Road

set tracks as the NPS forecast was "blue skies all day and high winds in E crest peaks."

WRONG. Within 1 hour, the sunny warm populated area turned to a WHITE OUT, the "worst

storm of the decade"! I dug a snow cave but a MD ahead of me curled up at the base of a



tree... and died.Suggest rookies and newbies practice lots camping on the lawn in their

backyard. So fun!Or try Glamping lots before going Backpacking overnight or Horse packing or

River rafting!The Spring and early Summer, versus late Summer and Autumn MOSQUITOS

can be unbearable in huge black cloud swarms (Evolution Valley). Also the notorious BLACK

FLIES of Ontario Canada in Summer!!I totally agree about avoiding stiff leather (crampon)

boots for dry Summer hiking and also avoid WATERPROOFING, sweaty moist feet will

BLISTER! I sold Pivettas 2 years at Curry. Yes, I know it is extremely hard to find stitched

Vibram soles and leather to fabric uppers that are BREATHABLE, but it can be done. Many

glued sole boots are expected to only last a year of use, or Much Less!!As for the smaller

"black bear" of the Lower 48, I lived in Yosemite 10 years and always sprinkled red hot chili

pepper and red pepper flakes, bought cheap in bulk, around my car doors;.I saw 1000s of

nightime bear attack pulled down doors and there are zero fenced, gated parking lots to stop

bears from doing this in Yosemite or any NP I've ever been too. Lots of warnings about food in

cars, but not enough about car- bear DESTRUCTION. How's your car insurance? Most

trailheads are not patrolled daily or fenced gated or have security cameras.Also, pricing in our

National Parks is Not by local rates but "park to park" very inflated, not competitive! Curry tent

cabins are up to $160/ night. $80 was outrageous. So I have a year/ Senior Pass now and stay

in Oakhurst on W or Lee Vining on E side in motels, as I am not Rich.My dear Dad took his

only son out of school very often and my 3 sisters mostly chose to stay home, so I am very

experienced.My town has an annual family tent in the park weekend every year with a big

pancake feed, so fun! Your town could too on a big big tree shaded HS lawn. Not everyone

"enjoys" the many hardships and hazards of Overnight Backpacking. Don't feel bad, you may

not be missing much for Your tastes and wallet and healthy. One lung old diabetic at 9000ft had

to be quickly driven lower! Check out huge casinos at Lake Tahoe instead! Use your car to hide

from the early Spring mosquitoes or flee! Enjoy, don't get stuck SUFFERING or DYING(snow

field sliding, close!). Hazards are real and numerous. Women are being Assaulted!”

Alexander, “Buy it, even if you already own the 1st edition.. The first edition of this book was my

first real introduction to Ultralight backpacking. I read it through multiple times. I highlighted and

annotated it. I even did further study by going to his online blog to have Skurka answer my

questions.I didn't think Skurka had anything else to teach me, I was wrong. Since being

awarded National Geographic Adventurer of the Year for his Alaska-Yukon trip, Skurka has

spent his time designing backpacking gear for Sierra Designs, leading guided trips and holding

backpacking clinics, and designing and hiking off-trail routes in the Wind River mountains and

Kings Canyon High Basin.Those experiences really show in this book. It's much more fleshed-

out and relevant than the 1st edition. The writing and editing is also a lot better, making it much

easier to read.It's a must-own for every otudoors enthusiast from novice day-hikers to veteran

expedition backpackers and trekkers.”

joe, “More than paid for itself. I bought the book on Kindle, and it has taught me much, and

saved me far more than it cost.I'm planning to thruhike the Colorado Trail this summer, after

being away from backpacking for awhile. I'm 65, and want to give myself every chance to

succeed, so I'm replacing all my heavy gear with lighter stuff. And less stuff.This book really

helped me choose gear, and also to realize how much I can do without.”

Larry D, “Take advice from a successful person!. Imagine hiking 33,000 miles! Andrew Skurka

has accomplished this and his experience is very informative, filled with trial and error and he



presents his opinions and reccomendations in a non dogmatic manner. His advice has

credibilty because he is truly a successful hiking outdoorsman. With so many opinions from

retail sales people with marketing sratagies as an objective it can be difficult and expensive to

make informed choices. Avoid buying redundant, unnessecary and overweight items and learn

how not to put yourself in dangerous and life threating situations in the great outdoors by

heeding the magnificent, hard earned lessons outlined in Mr Skurka's ultimate hikers

gearguide!”

Mr D, “Probably the best book on hiking equipment currently available.. I cannot recommend

this book too strongly. If there is a better single book on hiking equipment I have yet to find it.

This book is remarkably honest and is clearly based on years and miles of

experience.Pros:well written and an invaluable reference,up to date and lots of good quality

colour photos. Cons none really, but some may be irritated by the fact that the vast majority of

the examples are from US companies and all prices are in US dollars.”

Wayne Hampton, “For the serious walker.. Bought this as a present for my sister, as she was

getting into walking. Found it was a bit too in depth for your average Joe, just doing a couple of

hours up the mountain or around a park. It's aimed at the serious walker doing hundreds of

miles or camping for weeks at a time.”

A Cooper, “One of the best backpacking books around. Incredibly thorough coverage of most

aspects relating to backpacking and hiking. It also written in a light hearted manner. An

enjoyable read.  Also a planners bible for long trips.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good book. Good guide for hiking gear. Easy read.”

Byron, “Ultimate Backpacking Guide. Lots to think about here, not totally convinced that all

techniques can be employed in our changeable weather here in uk.”

The book by Andrew Skurka has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 497 people have provided feedback.
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